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       Director of Public Relations 
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GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION OF TISD’S  
NEW SULLIVAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER & JOHN THOMAS THEATRE 

TO BE HELD MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30 
 
 

Texarkana, TX – Texarkana Independent School District will host          
“An Orange Carpet Affair” for the Grand Opening of the Sullivan Performing Arts 
Center & John Thomas Theatre on Monday, November 30 at the new facility, 
3941 Summerhill Road. 

 
The Hollywood-themed event will be broadcast LIVE on CableOne’s 

TEACH Channel (Channel 22) beginning at 6:00 p.m.  
 

Guests will have the opportunity to walk the orange-carpet, be interviewed 
by TISD Entertainment News (TigerVision), smile for the paparazzi (Texas High 
School Commercial Photography students) and enjoy a pre-theatre reception in 
the Grand Foyer. 

 
At 7:00 p.m., guests will enter the John Thomas Theatre to be entertained 

by “Has Been” performances (former THS Drama & Choir students) along with 
performances from current students in the THS Jazz Band, Choir, Highsteppers 
& Drama Department.  Sprinkled within the program will be special presentations 
to Dr. Larry Sullivan and Mr. John Thomas. 

 
Texarkana Independent School District’s Sullivan Performing Arts Center 

features a front entry marked by two columns that accentuate the 43,000 square 
feet structure.  Copper-tone metal panels emphasize the elegant curves of the 
three story lobby clad with high performance and energy efficient glass.  The free 
flowing lobby space is large enough to comfortably accommodate eager patrons 
before the performance or during intermission.  Light and airy structural tube 
columns, at the perimeter of the lobby, add to the sense of grandeur throughout 
the space. 
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Rhythmically placed columns within the lobby space are finished with 
tumbled limestone at the lower portion to give them a distinguished and timeless 
feel.  The column’s upper portion, contrastingly, is shrouded by wire mesh to 
lighten them visually as they penetrate the ceiling.  Complimenting the wire mesh 
of the columns is an elegant stainless steel and copper mesh railing which leads 
guests up the sculptural stairs to the second floor. 
 

The John Thomas Theatre comfortably seats 1,000 patrons in premium 
theatre seating amid warm earth tones which create a soothing and comfortable 
setting for all performances.  A sloped floor and terrace seating offers superior 
sight lines and optimized viewing while side seating boxes provide for an intimate 
viewing experience. 
 

A dual catwalk system, with tech galleries on both sides, allows for flexible 
spotlight positions and doubles as unique staging positions for actors during a 
performance.   
 

Acoustics, audio, video and lighting systems have been designed to 
accommodate multiple styles of performances.  Variable acoustics have been 
incorporated into the space through the use of operable curtains on both sides of 
the theatre at seating and tech gallery levels.  This allows the room to be “tuned” 
for varying shows.  The burnished masonry walls would be fully exposed to 
enhance classical and choral performances.  During a Broadway style musical, it 
would require the curtain to be partially closed for intelligibility while a 
contemporary music performance that is driven by a beat, would have the 
curtains closed to cover the walls in order to reduce reverberation. 
 

The state-of-the-art audio system features a digital mixing console with the 
ability to store or recall shows and scenes.  For audience sound enhancement, 
eighty-five microphone inputs surround the stage and orchestra pit and there is a 
paging system to the dressing rooms and back of house spaces in order to cue 
performers. 
 

A theatrical lighting console controls 288 dimmers and 115 moving light 
fixtures throughout the theatre space.  Lighting positions include four electrics 
over the stage, one in front of the proscenium, two on the catwalks and four 
positions in the tech gallery. 
 

A High-Definition compatible video system with eight camera locations 
throughout the theatre offers fiber connections back to the main campus control 
room to allow for video production and television broadcasts of performances. 
 

Providing the ultimate in performance flexibility is a mechanized lift that 
can conceal an orchestra below floor level for a performance or set at floor level  
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to allow for additional seating.  When raised to the stage level, it creates a thrust  
stage increasing intimacy between performers and the audience.  Further, a 
soaring fly loft has been sized to handle a wide range of scenery and sits above 
the spacious stage. 
 

Backstage, positioned between two large dressing areas with lockers and 
restrooms, performers enjoy a large makeup room with fourteen individual 
stations featuring mirrors and Hollywood lights.  Supporting the theatrical 
productions is a fully equipped Scene Shop for the creation of performance 
backdrops.  Ample storage is provided for costumes, props and various 
equipment. 
 

Before the performers hit the stage, practice room is available in the 
oversized Choir and Drama rooms which are designed to also double as a black 
box theatre.  The Choir Room is provided with flexible risers and has four 
adjoining private practice rooms while the footprint of the Drama Room is 
equivalent to that of the theatre stage so that performers may exactly replicate 
the performance during practice.  Additionally, there are two full-size classrooms 
equipped with computer outlets networked to Texas High School and situated so 
that they can also provide supplemental dressing areas for larger performances 
or can function as green rooms. 

 
 Texarkana Independent School District Board of Trustees approved the 
naming of Texas High School Performing Arts Center to the Sullivan Performing 
Arts Center in honor of Dr. F. Larry Sullivan who served as Superintendent from 
1998 – 2007. 

 
During Dr. Sullivan’s tenure, TISD saw dramatic increases in the areas of 

student academic performance, facility upgrades and financial stability.  He 
elevated the district to include a broad range of high-performing extracurricular 
opportunities and widespread community support.  Sullivan was instrumental in 
working with the community to pass two successful bond issues, the last which 
was in May 2007 and which has provided the necessary funding for the facility. 

 
Dr. Sullivan’s made a profound and important decision to commit 

resources to pursue educational excellence through an arts-rich curriculum.  He 
worked actively to apply the wisdom of two decades of educational research, 
while acknowledging that the arts, well-taught and well-supported, provide a 
powerful tool for engaging our young people in learning. 
 

The Sullivan Performing Arts Center is housed on the Texas High School 
campus and provides classroom, performance and practice facilities for students 
in the music and theatre programs.   
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The theatre within the Sullivan Performing Arts Center is named after John 
Thomas, former Texas High School Drama teacher from 1964 – 1995.   

 
He taught, directed and inspired thousands of students over the 31 year 

period, many of whom pursued arts-related careers or avocations after 
graduation.  Some of his notable students that studied under him are: Josh 
Morriss, III, Chief Justice of the Texas Sixth Court of Appeals; Brian Goesl, 
TRAHC’s Interim Executive Director; Fred Norton, Jr., Attorney with the firm of 
Norton & Wood; Ann Atchison Nicholas, Miller County Clerk and dance 
instructor; Larry Sowell, elementary educator, visual artist and vocalist now 
residing in Canada; Angela Estill Melde, Texas Middle School Art Educator. 
 

He was a member of the core group of thespians who founded Tex*Rep in 
1990 and has worked or performed in several of their productions.  Mr. Thomas 
served as the House Manager for the Perot Theatre from 1980 until 2008 and 
was awarded the inaugural TRAHC Hero – Art’s Educator Award.  He is currently 
Vice President of the Arkansas Municipal Auditorium Commission whose efforts 
are to restore and upgrade the building to a performing and multi-purpose facility.   

 
Mr. Thomas exemplifies the potential that an educator has to work through 

the arts, such as theatre education.  He has engaged and excited students about 
living and learning, not just for that moment, but for their entire lives.  The extent 
of John Thomas’ legacy is evident in the active roles that the arts and education 
play in the lives of so many of his former students.  The ripples he set in motion 
continue in full force to this day and our community is far richer with the arts 
because of John Thomas. 

 
The Grand Opening celebration is open to the public but reservations are 

required.  For those interested in attending, please contact Tina Veal-Gooch at 
903.794.3651. 
 

 
# # #  

 
 
PHOTO, FILM AND STORY OPPORTUNITIES WILL BE AVAILABLE DURING 
EVENT.  FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT TINA VEAL-GOOCH, 
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS AT 903.794.3651 EXT. 1013. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


